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Abstract 
 
inertia: OF interior, surface, matter is a creative practice-led doctoral research project 
that asks: What can an interior surface do?  This seemingly simple and open-ended 
question set in motion a series of creative works that inquired about an interior’s material 
constitution as a site of political protest and everyday demonstration, a surface of resistance 
and compliance, and a space of ethical exchange and engagement. Dwelling primarily in 
the domains of interior design, spatial design and architecture, the project liberally 
migrated amongst other bodies of knowledge such as continental feminist philosophy, fine 
art practice, contemporary social science theory, building construction and material science 
as a means to disrespect, to cross out, or to cross over artificial divides separating theory 
and practice, interior and exterior, art and design, making and philosophy. Incited by this 
transdisciplinary material feminist ethos, I found myself working at full scale, using 
common materials and technologies, testing the limits of my own labouring (female) body 
and creating sculptural objects, performative installations, site-specific exhibitions, videos 
and spatial practice essays to liberate interior surfaces from an oppression of supposed 
inertia. These creative works and the accompanying critical reflection attest to interior 
surfaces as affective and affirmative assemblages of live, politically-charged matter and 
highlight a future research trajectory focused on the advocacy of a sustaining ethical 
engagement with matter developed at the synapse of art, design and philosophy. 
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Notes to the Reader 
 
inertia: OF interior, surface, matter consists of four distinct suites of creative projects. 
(Fig 1) Each suite includes a number of works that played minor roles in advancing the 
topic and others that had resounding impact on the trajectory of the inquiry. The latter 
served to structure this thesis document into seven parts: introduction, five chapters and 
conclusion. Each chapter presents and expands upon one or two creative works and, in the 
process, significant creative exemplars and scholarly references are woven into the text as 
a means to probe the issues, support the argument or demarcate a field of concern. While 
these chapters follow the chronological development of the project in order to illuminate 
the discovery process, each chapter maintains some semblance of autonomy from the 
others; each chapter has been designed and written as an essay with a distinct purpose, 
voice, tone and graphic format with respect to the creative works that spurred them on. As 
will become clear in the reading, this effort demonstrates my conviction that language, 
written and spoken, has a material constitution and therefore is complicit with the project’s 
attention to the affective nature of material surfaces. In addition, this Appropriate Durable 
Record (ADR) is accompanied by a DVD that holds five Quicktime videos. Each video 
aligns with one of the five chapters mentioned above. Each video revisits the creative work 
discussed in the chapter as a second generation rather than a mere documentation or 
description. I am not claiming any expert status as a video artist; I regard these videos as 
visual, aural and spatial narratives that look into the work rather than define what it is or 
was. I do not consider them new works but rather virtual matter that assisted me to reflect 
upon my creative process. The act of conceptualising, structuring and editing the videos 
has contributed to bringing the overall project to a conclusion.  
The entire ADR is referenced using Chicago notes and bibliography citation style (15th 
edition). References and images are credited at the end of the chapter they appear in. All 
images in this document feature at the consent of the artist, photographer or copyright 
owner or have been determined to reside in the public domain.  
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Introduction 
 
There is perhaps no other space or place so entangled with issues of surface and matter 
than that of the interior. Since its emergence in late nineteenth century Western European 
culture, interior design has been commonly understood as the selection, specification and 
organisation of material goods and products that support the inhabitation of environments 
inside buildings, most notably, domestic settings. A vast collection of paintings and 
drawings of interior environments complimented by a text that traces the social history of 
interiors as sites of human interaction and inhabitation in Mario Praz’s An Illustrated 
History of Interior Decoration from Pompeii to Art Nouveau yields evidence of the 
industriousness of upholsters, then interior decorators, then interior designers to bring 
comfort, propriety and taste to the fore through the artful arrangement and application of 
material surfaces and furnishings.1 Focus on the material wealth, even decadance, of 
interior environments has persisted through to modern history to extend architecture and 
design’s contentious relationship with ornament and decoration. Notable scholarship in 
this area tends to examine the objects and artefacts of domestic interiors as indices of class, 
gender and style whereby an interior signifies its owner, occupant and keeper (often not 
the same person). Methods of analysis common in anthropology and material culture 
studies are predominantly used in this research where by the material object is undertsood 
from a human and social-centric perspective. In this instance I am referring to the rich 
contributions to the field by historians such as Judy Attfield, Catherine Beecher and 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Alice Friedman, Pat Kirkham, Grace Lees-Maffei and Rebecca 
Houze, Penny Sparke and Edith Wharton.2 They have drawn interior design across the 
cusp of the twentieth century from the victorian into the modern era. One constant amongst 
all of the works by these pioneering historians is their attention to the pattern, colour, 
texture, scale, motif, organization and experience of material surfaces pervading interior 
environments. For example, in Woman's Domestic Body: The Conceptual Conflation of 
Women and Interiors in the Industrial Age, Gordon’s analysis of an interior room which 
draws relations between a female inhabitant’s identity, the pattern of her garment, the wall 
paper lining the room and the general atmosphere of the space sees a intermingling, even a 
blurring, of the physical boundaries between these interior elements.3 Another constant 
amongst this body of literature is the presence of women in the domestic scene, the 
identification of woman with that of the home, and the association of women with home 
decoration and ornament. Judy Attfield’s and Pat Kirkham edited book A View from the 
Interior: Women and Design is but one of the significant pieces of research on this topic 
that bears vestigaes of interior design’s emergence as an aesthetic realm and professional 
discipline in its own right.4  
This compendium of literature prompted me to wonder if “woman” and “interior” were 
synonymous. Hers is a world filled with material things to arrange, drape, maintain and 
clean. Issues of surface appearance, surface application and superficiality skulked in the 
texts amongst notions of the proper place of woman, her alleged status as a weaker sex and 
her long-term association with all things tangible and sensible including emotions and 
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earthly matter. As architectural practitioner and theorist Katie Lloyd Thomas points out, 
the roots of such conflations can be traced as far back as Aristotle’s Metaphysics where 
form (associated with men) and matter (aligned with females) were split apart and form is 
priviledged over any other attribute not withstanding the originary idea. My cause 
advances from Lloyd Thomas’ to examine the relationship between women, the built 
environment and material objects, to combat biologically-determined gender prejudice, to 
rescue language from its patriarchical pollution and to recast matter’s vibrancy.  
There is no shortage of historical or theoretical literature and creative practice aligning 
design and architecture to feminism. Beatriz Colomina’s book Sexuality and Space, Debra 
Coleman, Elizabeth Danze and Carol Henderson’s book Architecture and Feminism, Doina 
Petrusca’s book Altering Practices: Feminist Politics and Poetics of Space and Jane 
Rendell, Barbara Penner and Ian Borden’s book Gender Space Architecture: An 
Interdisciplinary Introduction are, for me, some of the more significant sources.5 While 
none of them focus explicitly on interiors, matters of interiors pervade their discussions 
which is not surprising given the way that discourse on the interior, interiority and 
spatiality cross disciplinary boundaries so readily. 
 
The quantity of extant theoretical and historical material drastically reduces when the 
search is narrowed specifically to interior design and feminism. Though the emergence of 
interior design as a professional practice parallels the sufferagette movement, the use of the 
word “feminist” in interior design literature is used infrequently. Even Joan Rothchild’s 
celebrated book Design and Feminism: Re-visioning Spaces, Places and Everyday Things 
omits interior design from the discussion.6 Given the strong historical connotations 
between “women,” “interiors” and “matter” mentioned above, it is not surprising that the 
first professional interior designers were women and that women constitute a large 
majority of contemporary interior design professionals and educators.7 Many scholars, 
many women and many interior designers would point to this fact as a sign of women’s 
achievements and note the significant contributions made by feminist designers, writers, 
artists, architects and performers. Notable in this aren is the work of interior design 
educator Lucinda Kaukas Havenhand who speaks to gendered ways of learning and 
knowing with a focus on issues of gender and identity as well as design's role as an 
empathetic and transformative agent in today's society. Havenhand writes:  
Both Interior Design and women have responded in a similar fashion to their 
identification as inferior to their counterparts – men and architecture.  In the 
first-wave of feminism women struggled to show that they were as capable as 
men and that with proper access to education and experience could do the 
same jobs they did.  Interior Design similarly has fought hard to show that is 
as competent and professional as Architecture … feminism has now critiqued 
this strategy of comparison and has moved on to a new phase in its theoretical 
approach to identity politics.8 
Havenhand’s is not an effort I am critical of in any way; I merely note that it, like the tactic 
of other’s working with a feminist perspective in interior design, attends to the woman in 
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and/or of the interior with the aim is to hasten the rights of women, to liberate them from 
the home (literally and symbolically), to increase women’s viability (and monetary 
enumeration) in the workforce, to reduce labour-intensive domestic activities through the 
design of new, efficient products, and/or to offer a critical analysis of the synapse between 
home decoration and the female psyche. While most of the texts I examined were authored 
by women and/or promoted design in the service of making life (for women) better, and 
often championed the rights of women in design professions, feminism as a strategy 
informing design – as if design could serve a feminist cause or an interior on its own 
accord could form a protest against inequality  – was nearly absent. It was Christopher 
Reed’s discussion of Vanessa Bell’s and Duncan Grant’s decorative design of the 
Bloomsbury rooms as political and subversive that exemplified what I was searching for – 
an interior surface that acted as a feminist political agent.9 
inertia: OF interior, surface, matter is a creative practice-led research project that 
considers the impact of constructing, inhabiting and thinking of interior environments in 
the manner outlined above and, in response, intervenes to reconceptualise interiors in 
relation to contemporary philosophy and transdisciplinary performative and material 
practices.10 In this case, I borrow philospher Rosi Braidotti’s use of “trnsdisciplinary” to 
mean “the crossing of boundaries without concern for the vertical disctinctions around 
which they have been organized. Methodologically, this style comes close to the 
“bricolage” defended by the structuralists and especially Levi-Strauss; it also constitutes a 
practice of “theft,” or extensive borrowing of concepts that, as Cixous puts it, are 
deliberately used of of context and derouted from their original purpose. Delueze calls this 
technique “deterritorialization” or the becoming-nomad of ideas.”11 Mine is a speculative 
project that employs methods and values aligned with material feminism while exploring 
the capacity of an interior to be live, politically-charged, affective and affirmative. It asks: 
What can an interior surface do?  This open-ended question acknowledges a contingent 
agency to materials and objects, in particular interior furnishings and finishing products, 
intimately entwined with and yet surprisingly also distinct from human activity. The 
contingent aspect lies in the conviction that matter is not inert in which case, agency, the 
capacity of individuals to act independently and to make their own free choices typically 
reserved for human’s is extended to non-humans, i.e. things, stuff, and materials.12 
My motivation to engage this research has been two-fold. For twenty-five years my 
practice has, most curiously and uniquely, inhabited a space that bridged construction and 
philosophy and dwelt primarily in the art and craft of making objects: buildings, interiors, 
furnishings and sculptural artefacts. Throughout this doctoral research I have gained 
appreciation for the beauty of these works and their attentiveness to material detail as 
conceptually-construed and aesthetically meaningful.  And yet, I have also found the 
insight and courage to reflect on them critically: they now feel like closed, symbolically-
laden, rarefied, dead things to me.  
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This observation was formed while creating vCase, the first suite of creative works in this 
research project. Consisting of four sculptural objects (LASH, HEDGE, HEAR and mute),  
vCase attempted to bring to the fore metaphoric analogies between interior finishes and the 
linings of everyday objects such as vests, coats, satchels, hats, shoes and cases for storing 
and transporting precious objects. (Fig 2-5) Having found four old and abandoned timber 
violin cases, each piece developed in response to a case’s shape, structure, paper pattern, 
hardware or use and a condition of lining that was transferable to a human-scaled interior 
environment. Where LASH proposed that an interior space could be structured internally to 
support a luxurious external (and aggressive) skin, HEDGE veiled the remnants of a violin 
that had been trapped inside the case inside with perforated paper foliage to emphasise the 
power of pattern to produce spatial depth and camouflage. HEAR finds a violin case 
flooded with plaster and carved as a cavity for listening and handling. It was meant to 
invoke the act of touching an interior surface, feeling your way across its topography with 
sensual pleasure. Lastly, mute stands as a yet un-activated performative sculpture 
commemorating a 1971 New Zealand feminist protest and a critique of that event’s 
ineffectiveness forty-two years later. It will “go-live” on 17 September 2013 when some of 
the original protestors and invited contemporary NZ feminist artists will open and close the 
barnacle or wreath-encrusted coffin-like lid and a plume of ash will fill the air. This work 
played between the seething underground forces of volcanoes and feminist agendas — 
both assumed to be dormant and harmless. I believe that these issues and concerns have 
found their way into the chapters and works that follow but with less overt reliance on 
symbolism and metaphor than vCase depended upon, greater subtlety in directing 
interpretation, and more respect for the body of matter I encounter.  
This experiment was a necessary and enlightening phase of the project that exposed the 
nexus of building construction and philosophy in my practice and the value that making 
with my body and materials at full scale has on my learning process. I find poetry in 
building. Building is my path towards embodied knowledge including knowledge as 
conceptual and abstract as philosophy. To inquire about what an interior surface could do 
required full-scale, direct and intimate engagement; representation would not suffice. 
Some people have called this construction-philosophy identity a duality and they imply 
that it is something to resolve which usually means that the two are too different to inhabit 
simultaneously, fruitfully. It was one thing for Jane Rendell to build a productive transfer 
between art and architecture because those two fields of practice share a common heritage 
under the auspices of “the arts.”13 Perhaps the space between the technical, matter-of-fact, 
pragmatic and concrete face of building and philosophy’s concern for fundamental 
problems related to reality, existence, knowledge, reason, values, mind and language is too 
big to breach? To these comments I reply: “This is how I make sense of the world. I am 
not bifurcated, I am one.” (Fig 6) 
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The second motivation for this project dates back to when life circumstances prompted me 
to shift from teaching architecture and building science to interior design. I was confronted 
by the discipline’s penchant towards trends, forecasting and consumer products and its 
historically-driven identity related to domesticity and ornament. The dearth of theoretical 
inquiry underpinning its practice confounded me.14 I became embroiled in the discipline’s 
internal haggling over its own future and its contentious relationship to architecture.15 I 
was intrigued by an interior’s resistance to being generalised by virtue of its porous 
boundaries and spatial proclivities and yet slightly horrified by the rate that interiors get 
redressed. Such ambiguity and changeability suggested that interiors are not stable or fixed 
entities but rather temporal, affective states. Though interiors are often thought to be 
containers of consumptive goods and they are constructed with tangible materials, they 
themselves are elusively vibrant given the multitude and diversity of human emotions, 
activities and actions that occur in them. So why is it that so many interiors look the 
same, feel the same? Why do so many interiors hide expressionless in their own 
margins and with muted voices? What untapped potential resides in an interior if it is 
understood as the confluence of live spatial and material forces inclusive of the force 
of my own building body? How might a room constructed with seemingly lifeless 
matter be just as oppressed as a woman that watches after it? What happens when an 
interior performs as an active feminist agent? This collection of questions register how 
the research began as a project aimed at liberating interior surfaces from an inertness 
attributed to them by (patriarchal) human-centred philosophic concepts.  
         
Feminism has been steadfast as a personal value and methodological provocateur 
throughout the project. It has assumed three distinctive voices which offer a measure of 
how the project has matured and shifted over the course of four years. In the beginning, the 
feminist aspect of the project was one of resistance and criticism that saw a “problem” (to 
fix) in the production of interiors generated by industrial construction processes and 
materials. “I” was being held back by a homogenous, uniform and unyielding material 
domain erected by a patriarchal culture (of architecture) hopelessly bound to values of 
efficiency, progress and capital gain. Not surprisingly, this problem drew associations with 
material attributes such as smooth, seamless, continuous, undifferentiated, flat and 
modular, and led to investigation of textile fabrication processes such as cutting-in, 
distressing and relaxing. In the initial stages of this research, I operated with feminist 
agency to liberate — not women, but the physical stuff of the realm attributed to them by 
default — the interior. These rebellious, repairing or re-doing acts explain the graphic 
nature of this research project’s title: the double-lined score through the term “inertia” 
reflects an action of doing and undoing. This crossing out act teeters between violence and 
creativity in the same way that Lucio Fontana’s sliced canvases exposed the material 
substrate of a painting as far more participatory than a representational plane or neutral 
substrate. (Fig 7) If inertia reflects a property in matter and material things to have no 
inherent power of action, motion or resistance whether in rest or moving in a uniform 
straight-line manner, “inertia” signals an unleashing of a state-altering force.  
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The sculptural works SHEAR and SWELL, presented in Chapter 1: The Yield Principle, 
exemplify this attitude best. Both works developed using processes that tamper and tinker 
with the structural integrity and aesthetic programme of standardised materials. It was here 
that I was operating with the idea of emancipating an interior finishing material and hoping 
that the act might catalyse an interior to shed the burdens and stereotypes of interior 
design’s history.  
NEUTRAL, not so, a creative work addressed in Chapter 2: Voice Lessons, operates in a 
similar way. It is a performative installation that found me repairing the walls of an office 
interior and reading selected texts aloud as a protest against neutrality’s use as a cultural 
concept, a defence and as a popular interior design colour palette. As such, NEUTRAL, not 
so registered the high-pitched emotions of a public rally that made me aware of an ensuing 
reciprocity between my actions and intentions and the materials and surfaces I was 
employing. Looking back on these works, I note the way that I was literally using material 
to wage a protest but it was primarily my protest; interior materials were instruments not 
participants.  
Though I consider it a minor part of the overall project, SWOON was a work that 
attempted to correct the unbalanced power relationships I experienced in NEUTRAL, not 
so. (Fig 8-10) SWOON’s focus on the external surface of interior furnishings was a 
creative response to design historian Penny Sparke’s pivotal essay “The Things Which 
Surround One: The Domestic Aesthetic” which documents the early modern notion of taste 
as something that is moulded by the objects and consumer products selected and arranged 
by a housewife to propagate a sense of goodness and beauty.16 SWOON attempted to de-
objectify a Victorian villa interior as a site of consumption; thingness was replaced by the 
experience of sensate envelopment. Soft clay balls were pressed into the surface of my 
bedroom at critical horizontal datum created by the room’s furnishings: skirting board, 
bed, dresser, desk, window sill, door header, window mullion, soffit moulding, foil 
wallpaper, synthetic fur duvet and so on. This process registered an interface between my 
fingers and these objects; the clay balls lost their Euclidian form. Photographs taken at 
close range to these surfaces were assembled as a temporal sequence and the balls were 
strung as a beaded necklace. Each of these actions was guided by a desire to capture the 
semi-conscious state of falling into or rising out of sleep, or more properly, a swoon. 
Though SWOON got closer to realising a practice that was less hierarchical in nature, it 
still maintained a highly symbolic and human-centric narrative, a characteristic I was 
seeking to dispense with or at least redirect via an expanded interpretation of what Sparke 
called a “sensibility of softening.”17 
My performative installation LOW TACK/LOW TECH/HIGH TACT GLARE, expanded 
upon in Chapter 3: IN wildness, was an effort to step away from a practice that utilised, 
exploited or consumed materials to one that set the scene for something to happen. In this 
creative work my role was much more passive; I was a watcher, a recorder, an interpreter 
and a sentient. The sun, the window, the tape and the walls did all the work. This 
installation was a pivotal moment in the project where my poetic sensibilities were attuned 
to what an interior surface could do if I just let it. The anger of protest and the cause for  
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emancipation transformed to a quieter, subtler and non-objectified form of creative 
practice, one that fused interiors as physical rooms and furnishings with the phenomena, 
experience, sensation and subjectivity associated with interiority. 
The next phase of the research was a site of demonstration in all senses of the word, i.e. 
“Be the change that you wish to see happen” or “Excel in the face of adversity.” This shift 
is inspired by the affirmative tone in the work of feminist scholar Rosi Braidotti, who 
advocates “radical immanence” as a means to think through the body as “enfleshed” or 
“embodied materialism” in support of positive difference in contrast to distancing the body 
through “the fixity and lethal inertia of conceptual thinking” that has “frozen processes, 
fluid in-between flows of data, experience and information in spatial, metaphoric modes of 
representation which  itemise them as ‘problems’.”18 I was especially moved by social 
activist and feminist writer bell hooks’ declaration, “Feminism is for everybody” which 
situates feminism less as a defence mechanism and more as a humanitarian call for 
freedom from oppression across a wide gamut of life situations, not all of them specific to 
being female. My performative installation No Fixed Seating, presented in Chapter 4: 
making note(s) OF Surface, offers visceral and temporal evidence of this way of thinking. 
It is here that I “decorated and furnished a room” in a mode that sought to provide comfort 
and individuation to a public event. This work embraces (and advances) philosopher Luce 
Irigaray’s persuasive calls for sexual equality and her argument that the privilege of one 
sex over the other limits the potential of both. In making and installing No Fixed Seating, I 
took Irigaray’s metaphor of fluids seriously: at every turn I perforated, permeated, filtrated 
and punctured material and space to support not just women, and not just women and men, 
but every different body, including the chairs. It was at this point that I ventured in Actor-
Network Theory with caution over its social science leanings, enthusiasm for the way 
sociologist, anthropologist and theorist Bruno Latour seeks to form a parliament of 
democracy amongst all things and, admittedly, a suspicion that art and design practice was 
already assembling, circulating and associating forceful alliances. (I hesitated and still do 
to some degree, to fully yield to and embrace Actor-Network Theory because I have never 
found scientific models compatible nor endearing to the conceptual and speculative nature 
of creative arts practices. At the same time, I am attracted to the bluntness of its ambitions 
and the overtones they make towards discussions of systems, matter and forces that enable 
me to find synapse befitting transdisciplinarity.) No Fixed Seating clarified what an 
interior surface could do as a temporal encounter between material bodies. Two thin, fused 
films helped foster this exchange and convert a dialogue between two things into a 
symposium amongst many.  
The third feminist voice in the project realigned the terms of respectful engagement 
between action and matter, an intellectual shift I credit to Luce Irigaray’s demonstration of 
the consequences of yielding to hierarchical power structures pronounced in her essay, i 
love to you. Irigaray’s insertion of the word “to” is the “guarantor or indirection ... the sign 
of non-immediacy ...the site of non-reduction of the person to the object ... a barrier against 
alienating the other’s freedom in my subjectivity, my world, my language ... guarantor of 
two intentionalities: mine and yours.”19 In the installation BALE, a performance where I 
lived with a bale of wool and a gallery space, I noted latent forces emerging in our mutual 
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exchange beyond hierarchical human/non-human, organic/synthetic, affective/effective 
essential modalities. Chapter 5: utter matter extends that understanding through an 
experimental site-writing text that revisits the event chronologically but rewrites it as a 
script for a play that is yet to be staged and where all things are actors; all things are matter 
and all things utterly matter. These forces are mute voices that circulate amongst vast 
complex tangles of associations shaping things physically, politically and spatially. In the 
process of performing this work, I experienced alternative modes of relating to material 
with respect to its own potential animation and, in doing so, I dwelled upon political 
theorist Jane Bennett’s challenge to take seriously “the capacity of things — edibles, 
commodities, storms, metals — not only to impede or block the will and design of humans 
but also to act as quasi agents or forces with trajectories, propensities, or tendencies of 
their own.”20 Such a horizontal realignment of authority is witnessed in the works of 
French poet and essayist Francis Ponge who does not speak for but speaks through things. 
His “proems” preserve a thing’s individual identity as multiple and inseparable from a 
broader physical and cultural ecology, a trait with currency in much of contemporary 
continental feminist discourse and creative work. Ponge’s literary voice and Bennett’s 
theoretical proposition serve my feminist aims well. BALE and its expository text utter 
matter clearly evidence a transformation of my practice. I continue to speculate on what 
interior surfaces can do, what they utter, in a spatial and performative practice that includes 
language, text and image as equally pliable and politically active matter. This alternative 
form of democracy helps me to reconcile how the concreteness of my actions can be 
locally specific yet intertwine with complex forces outside my control and subject to 
generative modes of translation. For me, this is an ultimate form of liberation inextricably 
related to my feminist values, my female body and the ethical agency it bestows through 
creative action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image credits 
Fig 1-6, 8-10: Images by Julieanna Preston 2009. 
Fig 7. In the public domain. 
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Beatriz Colomina, ed., Sexuality and Space. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Architectural Press, 1992. 
Pat Kirkham and Ella Howard, eds. “Women Designers in the USA, 1900-2000.” Studies in the 
Decorative Arts 14 (2000-2001). 
Leslie Kanes Weisman. Discrimination by Design: A Feminist Critique of the Man-Made 
Environment. Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1992. 
Doina Petrusca, ed.  Altering Practices: Feminist Politics and Poetics of Space. London and New 
York: Routledge, 2000. 
Jane Rendell, Barbara Penner and Iain Borden, eds. Gender Space Architecture: An Interdisciplinary 
Introduction. London and New York: Routledge, 2000.	  
6	  Joan Rothschild, ed. Design and Feminism: Re-visioning Spaces, Places and Everyday Things. New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1999. 
7 Emma Ferry, “‘Decorators May be Compared to Doctors’: An Analysis of Rhoda and Agnes Garrett's 
Suggestion for House Decoration in Painting, Woodwork and Furniture (1876),” Journal of Design 
History (2003) 16(1): 15-33. Ferry’s article identifies Agnes and Rhoda Garrett as the first 
professional interior designers. Locating world-wide data on this statistic is challenging to 
impossible. The Interior Design/Architecture Educator’s Association is the primary site for 
developing and disseminating interior design-specific research and shared knowledge of teaching 
practices in the Australasian region. This association gathers data from its member university 
programmes every two years. In the 2010 and 2011 call for information, full-time permanent staff 
across all twelve university programmes counted 42 female academics and 27 male academics. Based 
on a browse through several university websites internationally, this ratio seems to approximate the 
norm. (IDEA, Chairperson Suzie Attiwill, RMIT University, 14 July 2012) 
8	  Lucinda Kaukas Havenhand. “Interior Design, Identity Politics, and Feminism: Problems, Parallels 
and Possibilities,”(abstract and bibliography only), 2003 Interior Design Educators Council 
International Conference in San Diego, California.  Accessed 12 August 2012. 
http://www.idec.org/pdf/03ConferenceProceedings.pdf#page=23 See also Lucinda Kaukas 
Havenhand, “A View from the Margin: Interior Design,” Design Issues (Autumn 2004) 20(4): 32-
42.	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9	  Christopher Reed. Bloomsbury Rooms: Modernism, Subculture, and Domesticity. New Haven & 
London: Yale University Press for The Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts, 
Design, and Culture, New York, 2004.	  
10 This is a richly populated arena. Throughout this doctoral project I found my practice developing in 
association  with the following individuals or group with regard to feminist material practice:  
FATALE “is a group of researchers and educators at the School of Architecture, KTH, pursuing 
research and education within, and through, feminist architecture theory – a critical practice 
where gender acts as a significant analytical category, often through the intersection with other 
power relations. Our aim is to increase the awareness and knowledge about the effect of gender 
perceptions and assumptions on the subject of architecture – both how these perceptions are 
promoted within education, and how they are formed, reproduced and maintained in 
professional life – as well as the effect of architecture, as built environment, on gender 
perceptions, and further to use this critical perspective to reform and revitalize the subject. 
FATALE operates in several overlapping ways: Through the pursuit of original research in the 
area of feminist architecture theory on an international level. By making current knowledge 
production within the field accessible through conferences, the FATALE web-site 
www.xakt.se/fatale, and various translation and publication projects. Through teaching - design 
studio projects, lectures, workshops/seminars and individual courses offered at bachelor’s, 
master’s, PhD, and continuing education levels. FATALE was initiated in 2007 by Katarina 
Bonnevier, Brady Burroughs, Katja Grillner, Meike Schalk and Lena Villner.” Accessed 10 July 
2012. http://www.fatale.nu 
Ella Finer, Emily Orley and P. A. Skantze performed Salt and Water at Whirlwinds, a symposium 
within the Sexuate Subjects: Politics, Poetics, Ethics Conference, Dec 2010, UCL, London. See 
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/sexuate-subjects/abstracts/abstractsPDF. Accessed 2 July 2012. “Three 
women, three artists, three theorists, three activists, a trio of roles and intentions, working in 
different media, gesture, object, movement and voice. This performance is an intervention, an 
infiltration, not in a covert sense of spying on the enemy camp but a fluid and windy 
intermixing. Using salt and water, materials which can and cannot hold the traces of the physical 
marks made on them, and other fragile materials like words and dance. With a performance 
construction whose nature it is to disappear and endure, to be relentless in its repetition, we will 
attend to ‘the third agency,’ the real, saying until you respond we will be here. We will be 
bumping into you in corridors, the place of action outside the supposed rooms of power, the 
space aside where the contours of the ‘mainstage’ can be more carefully traced and readied for 
dismantling. We will be consistent in undoing your categories. We will disperse when you try to 
configure us, filtering out the debris of global speak, to clarify the hardy and fragile process of 
change. A creative response to current conditions (disaster) in which there is productive 
interaction between performer and performer and spectator and performer. A call to arms/a call 
to imagination.” 
LIQUID INC: Amy Landesberg and Lisa Quatrale operated an architectural practice in the  1990s 
called LIQUID INC. Together they produced a series of spatial and material works that probed 
the feminine, ornamental and material such as “see angel touch” featured in Coleman, Danze 
and Henderson, Architecture and Feminism, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 1996, 
60-71. LIQUID INC is no longer in existence. Amy now has her own office as an Atlanta artist 
and architect. “Her mixed media works overlap the boundaries between intimately scaled images 
and objects, public art, and architecture. Themes explored through architectural experimentation 
are transported to the art and vice-versa. Her work takes a critical approach to concepts of the 
feminine, with concerns around the notions of "weak" and "fair" within both fields. Accessed 1 
June 2012. http://www.alarch.com 
Matrix Feminist Design Co-operative “was set up in 1980 as an architectural practice and a book 
group that grew out of the Feminist Design Collective, itself an off-shoot of the New 
Architecture Movement's feminist group. They were one of the first architectural groups in 
Britain to take an overtly feminist stance in their way of working and designing, and in the 
projects they took on. The practice was run as a workers' co-operative with a non-hierarchical 
management structure and collaborative working. Their work explored issues surrounding 
women and the built environment, but also the relationship of women to the architectural 
profession and to the procurement of architecture. One of their first moves as a group was to 
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publish the book, Making Space: Women and the Man Made Environment, where they explored the 
socio-political context of designing the built environment, and traced the implications of 
feminist theory and critique on urban design, such as the viewing of domestic work also as a 
form of labour. In the book they set out one of the fundamental guiding principles of their 
work, the idea that 'because women are brought up differently in our society we have different 
experiences and needs in relation to the built environment'.” Accessed 12 July 2012. 
http://www.spatialagency.net/database/matrix.feminist.design.co-operative 
muf Architecture: “Since 1996 muf has established a reputation for pioneering and innovative 
projects that address the social, spatial and economic infrastructures of the public realm. The 
practice philosophy is driven by an ambition to realize the potential pleasures that exist at the 
intersection between the lived and the built. The creative process is underpinned by a capacity to 
establish effective client relationships that reveal and value the desires and experience of varied 
constituencies. Access is understood not as a concession but as the gorgeous norm; creating 
spaces that have an equivalence of experience for all who navigate them both physically and 
conceptually, muf deliver quality and strategic durable projects that inspire a sense of ownership 
through occupation.” Accessed 12 July 2012. http://www.muf.co.uk/ 
taking place “is a group of women artists and architects. The group began in 2000 out of a shared 
interest in questions of gender and spatial practice. Through a series of private workshops and 
public events we have developed a collaborative way of working where projects are created out 
of differences between individuals, disciplines, participants, audiences and ourselves. We are 
currently developing more permanent and arts-based aspects of our work, with longer-term 
creative impact on people’s engagement with spaces of public buildings.” Active participants 
include Sue Ridge, Julia Dwyer, Doina Petrusca, Jane Rendell, Katie Lloyd Thomas, Jos Boys, 
Brigid McLeer, Helen Stratford, Miche Fabre Lewin, Angie Pascoe and Teresa Hoskyns. 
Accessed 13 July 2012. http://www.takingplace.org.uk 
Mierle Laderman Ukeles is an artist well-known for her work Washing/ Tracks/ Maintenance, 
1973 performed at the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut where she washed the 
floor of the gallery to perform all her domestic duties in public. Lippard comments, “She sees 
women’s roles (‘unification ... the perpetuation and maintenance of the species, survival systems, 
equilibrium’) as representing the life instinct in art. This opposes the death instinct, or the 
reigning principle of the avant-guard (‘to follow one’s own path to the death — do your own 
thing, dynamic change’). She thereby airs the real problem; what she calls ‘the sour ball of every 
revolution: after the revolution, who’s going to pick up the garbage on Monday morning?’” Lucy 
R. Lippard, The Pink Glass Swan: Selected Essays on Feminist Art. New York: The New Press, 
1995, 65. 
11	  Rosi Braidotti. Nomadic Subjects: Embodiment and Sexual Difference in Contemporary Feminist 
Theory. New York: Columbia University Press, 1994, 37.	  
12	  Susanna Kuechler. “Beyond Objects: Art and Agency and the Emerging Theorization of Materiality.” 
The Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities: The centre of the University 
of Idea: “Art and Agency Ten Years On. November 2008. Accessed 15 August 2012. 
http://www.crassh.cam.ac.uk/events/545/programme/	  	  
13 Jane Rendell, Art and Architecture: A Place Between. London: I. B. Tauris, 2006. 
14 The gap in knowledge was so evident that I co-edited a volume called INTIMUS: Interior Design 
Theory Reader (Wiley, 2006) with Mark Taylor that is credited as, if not the first, then one of the 
first volumes of its kind. 
15 So much so that I wrote “Fossicks for Interior Design Pedagogies,” in After Taste: Expanded 
Practices in Interior Design, edited by Kent Kleinman, Joanna Merwood-Salisbury and Lois 
Weinthal. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2011. That book chapter introduces the 
founding principles around interior design as a site of transdisciplinary practice that are informing 
the conclusions of this doctoral research project. 
16 Penny Sparke, “The Things Which Surround One: The Domestic Aesthetic,” in As Long as it is Pink: 
The Sexual Politics of Taste. London: Pandora, 1995, 31. 
17	  Sparke, “The Things Which Surround One,” 40.	  
18	  Rosi Braidotti, Metamorphoses: Towards a Materialist Theory of Becoming (Malden, MA: Polity, 
2002), 2-4.	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19	  Luce Irigaray, i love to you: Sketch of a Possible Felicity in History, trans. Alison Martin. New York 
and London: Routledge, 1996, 109-110.	  
20 Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham and London: Duke University 
Press, 2010), 10. 
